Aim: Supplementary functional information can contribute to assess response in targeted therapies. The aim of this study was to evaluate semi-automatic RECIST plus iodine uptake (IU) determination in melanoma metastases under BRAF inhibitor (vemurafenib) therapy using dual-energy computed tomography (DECT). Methods: Nine patients with stage IV melanoma treated with a BRAF inhibitor were included. Contrast-enhanced DECT was performed before and twice after treatment onset. Changes in tumor size were assessed according to RECIST. Quantification of IU (absolute value for total IU (mg) and volume-normalized IU (mg/ml)) was based on semi-automatic tumor volume segmentation. The decrease compared with baseline was calculated. Results: The mean change of RECIST diameter sum per patient was À47% at the first follow-up (FU), À56% at the second FU (P50.01). The mean normalized IU per patient was À21% at the first FU (P50.2) and À45% at the second FU (P50.01). Total IU per patient, combining both normalized IU and volume, showed the most pronounced decrease: À89% at the first FU and À90% at the second FU (P50.01). Conclusion: Semi-automatic RECIST plus IU quantification in DECT enables objective, easy and fast parameterization of tumor size and contrast medium uptake, thus providing 2 complementary pieces of information for response monitoring applicable in daily routine.
Introduction
Targeted therapies are one of the most promising developments in cancer treatment; survival rates are increasing dramatically for some tumor entities [1] . For patients with unresectable or metastatic melanoma, there is an urgent need for innovative therapies because the incidence of melanoma is increasing worldwide [2] and the effects of conventional chemotherapy patients with stage IV [3] melanoma remains poor; the median survival time is less than a year [4] . Vemurafenib (Zelboraf, La Roche), a new targeted therapy for these patients, was approved in 2011 by the US Food and Drug Administration for the treatment of patients with unresectable or metastatic melanoma with the BRAF V600E-mutation [5] . The European Commission authorized this BRAF inhibitor in February 2012. BRAF is a cytoplasmic serine/threonine kinase in cellular signaling pathways [6] . About 4060% of all patients with melanoma show a V600E-mutation in BRAF kinase, in most cases leading to substitution of glutamic acid by valine at codon 600 [7] . Patients with this mutation can be successfully treated with vemurafenib, a small-molecule BRAF inhibitor [8] . Targeted therapies challenge therapy monitoring to provide an accurate and prompt response assessment to these new drugs [9] . A reliable and standardized methodology is essential, not only in clinical research but also in daily patient care. Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors (RECIST) have been defined in order to approach such a standardized methodology. RECIST is based on the sum of one-dimensional measurements of the greatest diameter of the tumor and/or metastases [10] . But in contrast to general cytotoxic effects of standard chemotherapy leading to shrinkage of tumor size identifiable by RECIST, targeted therapies are designed to interfere with specific aberrant biological pathways involved in the tumorigenic process.
Alternative assessment criteria have been proposed, adding functional information to size-based monitoring. For example, the Choi criteria [11] were introduced for gastrointestinal stromal tumors (GIST) treated with imatinib mesylate; they combine both size and density measurements in computed tomography (CT). However, tumor response may also result in increased density because of intratumoral hemorrhage, which is observed, for example, during sorafenib therapy for hepatocellular carcinoma [12] . In a clinical phase I study of vemurafenib, the investigators were able to relate the altered tumor metabolism to decreased signal intensities on fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG)-positron emission tomography (PET). In 81% of patients, significant reduction of FDG uptake was observed 2 weeks after therapy onset, before tumor regression could be measured [6] . But the use of FDG-PET in monitoring tumor response is restricted due to high costs and limited availability. Consequently, for vemurafenib, as for most cancer treatments, response monitoring is performed by applying RECIST.
But a single response evaluation criterion may not be sufficient regarding developments such as necrosis without a change in tumor size under targeted therapies [13] leading to underestimation of response. Additional functional information, for example, on tumor vascularization, can contribute to therapy monitoring [14] . In clinical routine, radiologists evaluate tumor size as well as enhancement of contrast medium. Measuring size and comparing tumor diameters between FU examinations is standard, however validation of contrast medium enhancement is often a qualitative evaluation and far less objective than documenting lesion size. In multiphasic CT, comparisons between attenuation coefficients allow a semi-quantitative indicator for contrast agent enhancement [15] but also implicate increased radiation dose due to the additional unenhanced scan. The advanced dual-energy CT (DECT) technique overcomes this drawback.
DECT is a promising technique providing material-specific information. Two independent X-ray sources and corresponding detectors rotate around the patient. Materials with a considerable difference in Z values, such as tissue and iodine, can be separated by their spectral properties [16] . Using calibration measurements and image segmentation, the absolute value of iodine content in a certain volume can be calculated (VIU). Thus, in a single scan, DECT provides quantification of iodinated contrast agent uptake, objectively documenting in a single number the absolute amount of iodine in a lesion and avoiding a preceding unenhanced scan. In contrast to density measurements in terms of Hounsfield units (HU), iodine quantification is not influenced by tissue modifications such as necrosis and hemorrhage, which can alter attenuation in CT and mimic reduced or increased contrast agent uptake. Iodine uptake (IU), therefore, could be a new parameter directly related to vital and vascularized tumor tissue.
The purpose of this study is to improve tumor response monitoring of targeted therapies by evaluating the feasibility of semi-automatic RECIST evaluation with supplementary IU quantification in one step and to show the initial results from quantification of IU of melanoma metastases treated with the BRAF inhibitor vemurafenib.
Materials and methods

Patient population
Our institutional review board approved this retrospective study and patients gave informed consent. Consensus reading was performed by 2 radiologists, one of them with over 15 years of experience in oncologic imaging.
A total of 35 metastases (range 25 per patient) from 9 patients (3 males, 6 females, mean age 58 years, range 4171 years) were examined with DECT before vemurafenib therapy twice after treatment onset between September 2010 and April 2012. Inclusion criteria were diagnosis of stage IV melanoma proof of V600E mutation treatment with vemurafenib baseline and 2 FU examinations at our institution with identical examination protocol presence of measurable target lesions Mean time to first FU was 9 weeks (range 711 weeks) and 16 weeks to the second FU (range 1320 weeks).
Data acquisition
The examination protocol included intravenous application of nonionic iodinated contrast medium (Imeron 300, Bracco) via an automated injector with the amount and flow rate adapted for body weight (Table 1) . Contrast medium injection was triggered by attenuation measurements in a region of interest (ROI) placed in the abdominal aorta at the level of the liver. The arterial phase started 10 s after the cutoff value of 120 HU was detected (Bolus tracking technique), field of view was from neck to upper abdomen. Portal venous images were acquired 60 s after the arterial phase with a field of view from the upper abdomen to the proximal part of the upper leg. Helical image acquisition was performed on a secondgeneration 128-row DECT (Siemens Somatom Definition Flash, Siemens Healthcare Sector, Forchheim, Germany), using 2 different tube voltages (100 kV and tin-filtered 140 kV, reference tube currents 200 mAs and 155 mAs) and online dose modulation (CARE Dose 4D, Siemens). The scan was acquired with a detector collimation of 32 Â 0.6 mm in the caudocranial direction in the arterial phase (pitch 0.9) and in the craniocaudal direction in the portal venous phase (pitch 0.6) (the opposite scanning directions result in optimal contrast of pulmonary arteries in the arterial phase and optimal liver parenchyma contrast in the portal venous phase). With a weighting factor of 0.5, the 2 datasets from the 2 tube voltages were fused to virtual images corresponding to a 120-kV scan and were reconstructed into 1.5-mm slices (increment 1.0 mm) using a standard soft tissue reconstruction kernel (D20f smooth).
Data evaluation
Target lesions were selected according to RECIST and segmented semi-automatically using the Syngo.IPIPE software (Siemens Healthcare Sector, Forchheim, Germany). This algorithm segments a volume of interest after the user has drawn in the rough diameter of the lesion. In order to provide the best possible reproducibility, we abstained from manual correction of the segmented volumes and some lesions with diffuse margins had to be neglected because segmentation obviously did not match tumor spread.
Quantification of contrast medium enhancement with the LiverVNC application [16, 17] was based on three-material decomposition assuming the main components fat, soft tissue and iodine. In contrast with previous versions of LiverVNC, the package used for this study is able to transform spectral information of dualenergy data into absolute values of iodine content, based on calibration measurements performed by the manufacturer. For most lesions, uptake was calculated from images in the arterial phase. Exceptions are liver and spleen metastases, which are only definable in the portal venous phase. Besides quantification, the software also provides visualization of IU by color-coding the amount of IU in each voxel and displaying the results in a two-dimensional overview ( Figs. 1 and 2) . By subtracting the iodinerelated attenuation from the contrast-enhanced image, a virtual unenhanced scan is available (Fig. 1 ) [1821] . RECIST diameter, total IU of the segmented volume (VIU; mg) and volume-normalized IU (mg/ml) were determined for the target lesions. For each patient, results from the target lesions were added to get the RECIST diameter sum, the sum of VIU and the sum of normalized IU. Statistical evaluation, using the paired t test, was performed for the individual lesions and patient based. Both perspectives were chosen because mixed responses are frequently observed under vemurafenib therapy, meaning that lesions can respond differently to therapy in each patient. All reported P values are twosided and not corrected for multiple comparisons.
Results
Feasibility
Raw data had to be transferred to a dedicated workstation to evaluate IU. Uploading images into the local data bank took a few minutes. A graphical user interface allowed comparison of standard CT images, virtual native scan and visualization of IU, thus giving an overview of inhomogeneity of contrast agent enhancement (Figs. 1 and 3) . Drawing a rough diameter for each Figure 1 Three visualization modes are available: common contrast-enhanced CT image (left), virtual unenhanced image (center) and iodine uptake (right), where amount of iodine uptake is color-coded for each voxel and displayed in a two-dimensional overview. Brighter red correlates with higher iodine content. Note the subcutaneous metastasis dorsal on the left with its inhomogeneous contrast medium enhancement.
target lesion was sufficient in most cases to start segmentation and calculation of RECIST diameter and IU. Segmentation failed in targets bounded by diffuse margins (e.g. liver lesions in arterial phase). Some metastases, especially if they were small after therapy, had to be segmented several times before segmentation matched tumor margin. To reduce potential bias, we first segmented the lesions before looking at the IU statistics.
Patient-based evaluation
Detailed results for RECIST and IU measurements for the different time points are given in Table 2 .
RECIST
All patients were RECIST responders. Evaluation of baseline examinations revealed a mean RECIST diameter sum of 69 mm with a standard deviation (SD) of AE30 mm. The mean change in RECIST diameter sum per patient was À33 mm (SD AE13 mm) corresponding to À48% decrease at first FU (P50.01) and À39 mm (SD AE11 mm) corresponding to À57% compared with baseline at second FU (P50.01) (Fig. 4) .
IU quantification
At the baseline examination, the mean sum of the normalized IU per patient was 6.7 mg/ml (SD AE2.3 mg/ml). The mean decrease was À1.4 mg/ml (SD AE2.6 mg/ml) corresponding to À21% at first FU (P50.2) and À3 mg/ml (SD AE2.3 mg/ml) corresponding to À45% compared with baseline at the second FU (P50.01). Looking at the individual patient data, we observed that only one patient showed increasing normalized IU sum at the first FU. Otherwise, all normalized IU sums had decreased compared with baseline (Fig. 5) .
Mean VIU uptake sum per patient, combining both volume and normalized IU, was 16.8 mg (SD AE8.5 mg) at baseline and showed the most pronounced decrease of Means with standard deviation are given. RECIST, sum of RECIST diameters of target lesions; n-IU, sum of normalized iodine uptake of target lesions; VIU, sum of total iodine uptake of the segmented target lesion volume; ÁFU, difference between follow-up and baseline. Monitoring targeted therapy using dual-energy CT 309 the parameters assessed (Fig. 6 ). The mean difference from baseline was À15.0 mg (SD AE8.0 mg) corresponding to À89% at the first FU (P50.01) and À15.1 mg (SD AE6.2 mg) corresponding to À90% (P50.01) at the second FU. IU measurements did not indicate response earlier compared with RECIST in any patient.
Lesion-based evaluation
Detailed results for RECIST and IU measurements for the different time points are given in Table 3 .
RECIST
The mean RECIST diameter of the lesions at baseline was 18 mm (SD AE6 mm). A decrease of À8 mm (SD AE4 mm) corresponding to À44% was observed at the first FU (P50.01) and À10 mm (SD AE5 mm) corresponding to À56% compared with baseline at the second FU (P50.01).
IU quantification
At baseline, the mean normalized IU per lesion was 1.7 mg/ml (SD AE1 mg/ml). It diminished À0.4 mg/ml (SD AE1.2 mg/ml) corresponding to À24% at the first FU (P50.1) and À0.8 mg/ml (SD AE1.1 mg/ml) corresponding to À47% compared with baseline at the second FU (P50.01).
Mean VIU uptake per lesion was 4.3 mg at baseline (SD AE4 mg). Similar to the patient-based evaluation, the most pronounced decrease was À3.9 mg (SD AE3.9 mg) corresponding to À91% at first FU (P50.01), with no further significant decrease at second FU.
Radiation exposure
The mean computed tomography dose index (CTDI) per examination including neck, chest, abdomen and pelvis was 29 mGy (SD AE4 mGy), mean dose length product (DLP) per examination was 1518 mGy cm (SD AE188 mGy cm). Both values do not exceed the reference values given by the German Federal Office for Radiation Protection (52 mGy for CTDI and 1750 mGy cm for DLP for a CT examination including chest, abdomen and pelvis) [22] .
Discussion
Tumor response monitoring of targeted therapies is a challenging and developing issue, considering that the action of these drugs is more cytostatic than cytotoxic. It is likely that size-based classification systems such as RECIST underestimate tumor response to targeted therapy [14] . Ongoing developments in targeted therapies increase the need for a practical, objective and reproducible biomarker for monitoring tumor response.
For a subset of drugs, evaluation criteria aligned to specific therapy effects already exist [23] . This is not true for BRAF inhibitor therapy for which RECIST has been the most common monitoring system [24] . In a clinical phase I study of vemurafenib, an additional PET scan was performed; in 81% of patients, a significant reduction in FDG uptake was observed 2 weeks after therapy onset, before tumor regression could be measured [6] . Compared with PET, the standard CT examination is fast and low cost and therefore used extensively for monitoring tumor response, but it includes less functional information. Supplementary biological information from the dual-energy technique has the potential to fill this gap.
IU is a new assessment parameter provided by DECT and is assumed to reflect vital tumor burden by measuring the IU of active tumor. Iodinated contrast medium in lesions is mainly brought by arterial blood perfusion of viable tumor. Reflecting this biological information about the tumor, it could be a promising tool for evaluating new targeted therapies.
In this study, we demonstrated the feasibility of IU quantification in BRAF inhibitor treatment of melanoma and presented the first results for patients undergoing vemurafenib therapy. The quantification of IU showed a decrease for all iodine parameters; VIU uptake per patient showed the most pronounced decrease.
The reduction in volume-normalized IU at first FU was not significant although a significant size reduction was observed. One reason could be the small sample size of 9 patients. Another possibility is a potential partial volume effect; a significant decrease in lesion size means that many small metastases have to be segmented. Small parts of the surrounding tissue close to the tumor margin can be accidentally segmented with the target, and there is no change in IU in this healthy tissue. If the actual metastasis is already very small, the influence of this segmentation inaccuracy is higher compared with large lesions.
The parameter VIU, which has not been used up to now in studies using DECT for response monitoring, not only describes reduced IU but also size shrinkage; consequently a more pronounced diminishment compared with volume-normalized IU was observed. VIU delivers a single number representing 2 main characteristics of tumors: volume and contrast agent enhancement.
A relationship between tumor angiogenesis and contrast enhancement on CT was demonstrated by Miles et al. [25] . Analogously, assuming that iodine does not occur in detectable amounts in normal tissue and mimics contrast agent, the diminishment of volume-normalized IU observed in our study is probably caused by reduced vascularization of metastases under vemurafenib therapy. This fits well with the mechanisms described for BRAF inhibitors: Oncogenic BRAF kinase is an important stimulator of metabolic activity [2628] , so inhibiting this enzyme by vemurafenib results in modification of metabolism.
Earlier attempts at contrast agent quantification have used DECT and multiphasic CT scans [15] . In contrast to DECT, multiphasic CT requires an additional unenhanced scan. The new generation of dual-energy scanners using tin-filter technology allows scanning protocols with radiation doses equivalent to single energy scans, therefore our DECT multiparametric therapy monitoring approach is feasible at a lower radiation dose than multiphasic CT [29, 30] . An indirect method of iodine quantification with DECT in therapy monitoring was described by Apfaltrer et al. [31] . These authors could correlate iodine-related attenuation for GISTs with the Choi criteria, without investigating absolute IU (mg). In contrast to our study, they used a non-standardized two-dimensional ROI. A similar approach for semi-quantitative iodine measurements in GIST using a manually driven ROI around the margin of the entire tumor describes an inconclusive relationship between RECIST/Choi criteria and IU [32] . Direct quantification of IU by DECT in phantoms and renal lesions was performed by Chandarana et al. [33] . They showed that accurate iodine quantification is possible. IU values were normalized to volume using a freehand two-dimensional ROI, similar to Apfaltrer et al. [31] . All these studies have in common the methodological approach of defining a representative but non-standardized two-dimensional tumor region. Whenever ROI measurements are chosen, there is the challenge of appropriate ROI placement in heterogeneous tissue. We could avoid this limitation by performing whole-lesion segmentation.
Compared with the qualitative evaluation of enhancement used in clinical routine, IU quantification is more objective. Measurements of attenuation in CT images are Means with standard deviation are given. RECIST, RECIST diameter per target; n-IU, normalized iodine uptake per target; VIU, total iodine uptake of the segmented target lesion volume; ÁFU, difference between follow-up and baseline.
often used as an indicator of IU. But in contrast to IU quantification, tissue modifications such as necrosis, edema and hemorrhage cannot be separated from increasing or decreasing vascularity as both lead to altered HU units. By contrast, IU is able to provide vascularization information based on displaying the volumetric distribution of iodinated contrast medium, regardless of the heterogeneous necrosis, edema, hemorrhage and volume changes caused by targeted therapy or tumor progression. With DECT and the semi-automatic postprocessing technique, IU measurements as a biomarker for tumor response are robust and easy to perform. One of the major limitations of our study is the small sample size. However, the number was sufficient for a feasibility evaluation. In addition, the choice of lesions was limited; not every metastasis could be depicted as a target because segmentation did not match tumor extent in the presence of diffuse margins. Some lesions had to be segmented several times until they matched the tumor margins sufficiently. As a consequence of this study, the software will be improved to overcome these limitations.
Liver and spleen lesions were hardly definable in the arterial phase, consequently we evaluated metastases in these organs in the portal venous phase. As melanoma metastases are known to be hypervascularized, it would be more consistent to measure their uptake in the arterial phase. Nevertheless we could see a decrease in IU.
Changes in iodine concentration depend not only on tumor vascularization. Contrast agent dose and injection rate for an individual were not altered between FU examinations, but normalization as proposed in other studies [32] , for example, using an ROI placed in the aorta [33] , was not performed in our evaluation. In addition to the contrast agent injection parameter, there are other influencing factors not investigated in our study such as varying cardiac output or permeability of vessels.
In 81% of patients treated with vemurafenib, Bollag et al. [6] observed a significant reduction in FDG uptake after 2 weeks, before tumor size regression could be measured. In our study, the first FU examination of patients was several weeks after therapy onset and we eventually missed tumor stages characterized by reduced vascularization at constant lesion size. Compared with PET examinations, IU quantification in DECT is fast and low cost, so it would be worth performing a prospective study to correlate FDG and IU and investigate if both methods provide similar information about tumor metabolism.
In future studies survival time and tumor markers should be correlated with IU quantification to evaluate its value as a prediction parameter.
Conclusion
Semi-automatic IU quantification enables objective, easy and fast parameterization of tumor size and contrast medium uptake, thus providing 2 complementary pieces of information for response monitoring applicable in daily routine. Feasibility has been shown for patients with melanoma under BRAF inhibitor therapy and the first results indicate a significant decrease in IU in RECIST responders. Future studies including correlation of IU with biomarkers and comparisons with FDG uptake will demonstrate if IU quantification can monitor response to targeted therapies in patients with melanoma earlier and more reliably compared with RECIST.
